CHAPTER 192.
[ H. B. 68.]

MINIMUM WAGE FOR WOMEN AND MINORS.
An Act relating to minimum wages for women and minors and amending section 12, chapter 174, Laws of 1913 (sec. 7631, Rem. Rev. Stat.).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

Amendments.

SECTION 1. That section 12, chapter 174, Laws of 1913 (sec. 7631, Rem. Rev. Stat.) be amended to read as follows:

Orders may be amended.

Section 12. Whenever wages or standard conditions of labor have been established by original order, upon petition of either employers or employees, the Commission may at its discretion reopen the question by calling a public hearing, and may on its own motion amend the original order upon proper showing at said hearing and in harmony with the testimony and facts adduced therein.
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